It is with Great Joy and Infinite Light that I come to you today to discuss the matters at
hand. Honoured Members of this Alliance, Brothers and Sisters of God’s Gracious Life,
I come to bring to you the extreme Gratitude of the Karmic Board. As the Great Board
meets on your behalves, One and All, in the Halls of Karma, We Give Witness and
Appreciation for the most wonderful and expanded presentations shared within this
Petition. The results of Your earnest and good endeavours proving that unascended
lifestreams, while still within the confinements of human creations can indeed extend
themselves far beyond the limitations of old fixed mental thoughtforms. This allows
for the continued changes for and on behalf of humanity, not only here on Earth, but
far beyond into the destinies of many billions of lifestreams at Inner and outer levels of
Human Evolution; well into the Outer Extremes of other Galaxies and Universes with
Whom are working out through the Wheels of Karma.
This Petition for New Grants and Dispensations offer far Greater Spiritual Opportunities
in the shortest times possible. This New Golden Age is one of Opportunity, which, it is
My Privilege and Honour to Represent Cosmically in this Great World Scheme.
Dear Brothers and Sisters of Earth, and Those within the Galactic Realms, have you
thought that, while you are living your lives with Conscious Intelligence in any Sphere
of Ray Consciousness, while you use this life, You Have Opportunity In That Sphere,
indeed in any life experience. The moment you relinquish consciousness and selfconscious being in any sphere of life you lose opportunity to further function there. So
avail yourselves, Dear Hearts, while you are still in this physical appearance world (the
place of greatest need in all our Solar System and beyond), of the Opportunity that is
yours. You have this Opportunity because you are part of the physical, mental,
emotional and etheric world through which We are Endeavouring to pour the Sacred
Love of the Sacred Fire for Redemption's sake of all Life Streams that exist herein!
How many times before the Karmic Board have We had a Soul/s plead for Opportunity
to return to this Earth which seems so distasteful, so unpleasant and so difficult in which
to abide time and time again? Yet when those Dear Souls have once relinquished the
Earth body and sees what they might have done with their Use of Light, Substance,
Energy and the Opportunities that were at hand in the course of that Earth life;
Sometimes those Souls Have Had To Be Forcibly Restrained From A Frenzied Endeavour
To Get Back Into Embodiment And Make Things Right after this Self-Realization has been
Qualified with Higher Truth. While you have the Opportunity on Earth, Opportunity in
your family life, Opportunity in your business world, Opportunity in your Group Activity,

to make things right with each other, make the path easier for each other and to make
it more possible to reach each man and woman to fulfil their Mission, In The Name Of
Your Soul, I Implore You, To Do All That That Opportunity Affords You For Your Own
Peace Of Mind And Heart. Any missed Opportunities that are presented to you can only
mean one thing; a delayed Evolution upon your own Ascension Program.
Many a regretful and guilty tear has been shed; many have experienced the feelings of
such deep remorse that has risen within the Soul, when Opportunity to be in Service
has been allowed to slide down that old slippery slope! In your Earth plane, there are
those you have either neglected or ignored and who are no longer with you. How often
you have wished that you had Opportunity, to again do for that which may appear such
little things that would have made life easier, to have said the kind words, to have given
the encouragement, to have provided some comfort, perhaps of a small nature, that
would have given a Loved one an easier pathway through the world of form. Of all sad
words of tongue and pen, the saddest of all is, “it might have been, it could have been
different”.
Yet here I AM speaking to, not individuals within the course of a normal human
experience, but one’s who have made some serious Pledges and Covenants with Their
own I Am Presence. Ones, who through tremendous efforts of integration of what they
have studied and magnetized to themselves, and who with their own Knowledge and
experience of the Cosmic Laws, endure to find the resistances in their lives that
continues to delay natural progressions, were all Opportunities seen acknowledged and
acted upon to the most finite degree, found completion.
I share this with you Dear Souls because I feel that there remains some
misunderstanding of the Dispensation Granted to the SOEPC called the ‘Divine Amnesty
Dispensation’, where you as Human Delegates on Behalf of the Godhead have Accepted
in Accordance to Cosmic Law, Responsibility to Act upon one-third of the Work to cleanup and rebalance the Planet Earth as it moves closer to Its next Evolutionary Curve; that
of a “Time -Contraction Event”.
In Beloved Micah’s Discourse with you; Part 1 - The Mapping of Consciousness - Micah
The Great Cosmic Angel, 16th June 2019, He said:

“The New Dispensation of Divine Clemency is one thing, but to immediately take it to
the next Level is quite another. For it was never really considered by Us, as to how
humanity would ever interpret just what this removal of two-thirds of all discord and
inharmony within humanity would mean to them, or how it would play out. How would

humanity determine the difference between what the Hierarchy and Masters would Work
upon and what the one-third that was left to humanity and what that would look like to
them; that is to you, Dear Hearts?”
And;

“You as unascended humanity, through Cosmic Law, must now follow our Decrees and
Invocations to honour your Part, one-third Part, by not only being Granted the
Dispensation that relates to your Responsibilities, That of the Divine Amnesty
Dispensation and then Step into your Divine Heritage as A Christ Being, to fulfil your
Obligations.
It is not about the separation of what the Work entails, but who comes to join Us in the
Higher Realms. Two-Thirds Masters and Higher Intelligences and One-third Humanity
in their Mastery!
This Discourse the Mapping of Consciousness is the Conscious Patterning of no longer
looking at yourselves as unascended human beings, but Ascended Masters. And that has
begun through the Actions of a minority to expand exponentially now.”
You see Dear Ones, on one hand We have not fully explained all this to you, and for that
you cannot be held totally responsible for your failures to complete the tasks of
Opportunities placed before you.
For while you remain outside of any Pure
connections with your ‘I AM’ Presence this will continue to diffuse your Inner and
indeed your outer Focus and Discipline to anything deemed to be an Opportunity that
is presented to you.
My Beloved St Germain explained all this to you before you Accepted the Opportunity
to complete the IAMEGA Class, in fact He went to great length to provide all that you
would need to fulfil this Opportunity and to make this Experience a solid Foundation
from which to raise your Consciousness, your Vibrational Frequencies, Your Light
Quotient and if I may say your Self Esteem. In His detailed explanation He actually told
you what the one-third Responsibility would entail, but not in so many words! Free
Will must still be Honoured and so as a designated Individual task We must also Honour
the Laws of Resonance which has an Obligation that ‘Trust must be Earned’. He Said in
the Discourse; Part 8 - St Germain Discourse – Design Template For ‘IAMEGA’ Class 1st
December 2018;

“The other things I wish to share at this time, is that all We ask of you at this stage
is to Give your ‘I Am’ Presence your undivided attention just 10 minutes three times
a day! Increment this to half an hour and hopefully by the end of the 33 Discourses
Study Class you will be standing in your ‘I AM’ for around 6 hours of your day! You

still need to rest, go about your everyday Work and indeed play!! So begin to look
at this situation not as a duty or an obligation or task, but as a pleasure, delight,
relaxation, fun and most of all a New Natural Peaceful Way of Being.”
This 6 hours per day ‘Standing in The Presence of Your I AM Presence’, in the Great
Silence, outside of your unascended state of consciousness is deemed by Us to be onethird of your Responsibilities that you have now Accepted and Covenanted to do! This
test, or experiment has given rise to the fact this Grant for the Divine Amnesty
Dispensation having been Granted, based on Attainments achieved to previous
Opportunities, must now be examined further. Look at this in this way Dear Hearts.
Imagine that you are a gold prospector, you go to work every day and divine for gold,
your find your nuggets, all of different shapes and sizes, the smaller ones, you choose
to cash in for the benefit of the rewards they may bring, but because the bigger ones
look so beautiful and make you feel enlightened having found such a delightful thing
you choose to place it in your safe. Afraid someone else may steal it, or when you feel
a little down take it out of the safe to hold it and feel its beauty again until you are ready
to hide it away again for a rainy day!
Think about the Dispensations that you have been Granted like ‘Gold Nuggets’! But do
not see them as treasures to hide away until a rainy day. Cash them in Dear Hearts and
benefit from the Beauty they can bring to All not just yourself when it benefits you.
Your nuggets like everything else in life do belong to any single person or group, they
belong to God and that means are there for the benefit of All. The problem is, most
‘Big Nuggets’ remain undetected as yet and only those with specialized equipment can
find them out! Only those who follow Cosmic Law with ever find them and be able to
share them with All.
Beloved Ones, TODAY is Another Day of Opportunity! Today YOU have a beating Heart,
Beautiful Primal Life That Is being given to you. You awaken each day with new life
because each day brings you New and Higher Understanding. You have enough
Knowledge of the Law as We individually have been able to give to you, and each of you
have certain momentums of Great and Wonderful Good To God and Life, in your Causal
body; certain Understanding, certain Substance for the Glory of this New World, and
certain Momentums of Opportunity to Find the ‘Bigger Nuggets’ for this 7th Golden
Age of Ceremony, Transformation and the Use of the Sacred White Fire Substance of
the Electronic Belt.
You have Opportunity without limit to Assist in the Cosmic Momentum of each hour.
Mankind always seems to look either backward into the glorious yesterday or forward
into the shining tomorrow. They say “if I had lived in that era when that Dispensation

of Jesus Christ was coming to its height, I would have made things easier for that family”
or they look forward into the tomorrow and say, “when I have developed and matured
my consciousness and placed my world in order and when I have done one thing or
another, then I shall consecrate the balance of my life to God.”
Yesterday is gone and most of you, who have lived in the yesterday, repeat the patterns
again today. Tomorrow often never comes. The eternal now is that which is at hand,
that which is Yours to Serve as the ‘I AM’ Presence through the Application of Your Life.
Now Is The Opportunity That Stands Before You. “You have come in, in many disguises,
not always blazing Your Light; only vibration apprises what's to be done that is right”.
Do you understand? 6 hours a day with your Full Light Blazing will place you within the
Ascended Masters Octaves to Work Beside Us in your Full Ascended State of Divine
Consciousness Activity and Authority. 6 hours of your daily activity will, in no time at
all, turn into 24 hours of every day beyond all human limitations and old patterning
consciousness.
Be Alert For Opportunity. Opportunity knocks at your door to help your fellow Brother
and Sister, to help mankind at large, to help My Beloved Saint Germain in this Great
Endeavour which has occupied His Heart, His Spirit and His Prayers for countless
centuries. Each day is filled with the Gifts of Opportunity and Opportunity shall ever
remain in this Universe. But the Bigger Ones need a more Disciplined Lifestyle. There
is always opportunity for a beating Heart to progress to Fulfilment. There was never a
consciousness, when it voluntarily desires within itself to go forward, who is not given
Full Opportunity for that progress.
Beloved Ones remember the Law of Cosmic Justice, is that no Soul can be denied
Opportunity When That Soul Asks For It! No unascended group of lifestreams can be
denied any Opportunity to render any Service (even the seemingly most fantastic), If
They Ask For It. We have given you Opportunity and you have Accepted it. The Service
which has been rendered to both those who have passed through the change called
death, passed through the challenges of life to place them before their own ‘I AM’
Presence, as well as those who are coming into embodiment, is the proof of what
Opportunity can do when it is Accepted in a firm hand-clasp of Divine Obedience to
Their Own ‘I AM’ Presence and Those of the Higher Realms in Brotherhood and
Sisterhood.

Remember! I Give you Opportunity when first your consciousness returns each morning
after your nightly sleep. When you feel your beating Heart, say out loud, “Opportunity

is with me today and for ever”, then go and follow the Opportunities you have in hand,
and the next will arrive at your doorstep.
Dear Brothers and Sisters, We the Karmic Board of Directors presently conclude that
while We feel that the Purity of Intentions thus declared on Behalf of the Sun Of Even
Pressure Council are Genuine in Heart and Mind, We cannot accept that the Application
to Life is congruent to those Intentions. The result of the IAMEGA Class Activity, where
only a small percentage of the Class Members reached the designated Goal of Beloved
St Germain, that of 6 hours a day Standing within the ‘I Am’ Presence, a target that He
felt was absolutely achievable given the SOEPC Group attainments to date, We cannot
Grant any of the Petitions held within this single presentation.
We therefore reluctantly ask you to return to us after you have given further due
diligence to each Petition individually.
To assist you further however, We wish to say to you, the 13 th Discourse created by
Your Dear Brother, does depict the attributes and positives of why We should Grant
these Petitions. This Discourse actually defines very clearly that you know what to do
and why We cannot Grant these Petitions. So it should not be a disappointment, for in
Truth you in your own words as a Group already knew the outcome!
What We will also say, is that several of these Petitions have been requested by the
Hierarchy Themselves through the Elemental Grace Alliance, but these too We must
decline temporarily as there has been no definite security within the unascended
Delegates to warrant the Granting. As you have been told Dear Hearts, All Grants must
be secured with sufficient Magnetization for those upon the ground to Work Diligently
and Effectively with the Hierarchy. We invite you to return to the Pallas Athena
Discourses that give rise to these specifics.
Brother Jesus said,
“‘I AM’ pleading with you today; for if you step forward and do this, there can come such
an Expansion of the Light for you and such Blessings to your Nation and World as shall
cause the people of the Land to know that the Day of Miracles is not past and Will Never
end. You can be the Miracle Presence, My Dear Ones, of Healing to your fellowman.
You can be the Miracle Presence of the Illumination that consumes the darkness. You
Can Be the Miracle Presence of Our Consciousness to Life, and you Can Be the Miracle
Presence that brings Light everywhere the darkness has ever attempted to come forth.
You have Full Authority; you have Full Power; you have the Understanding. May I Say,
you have the Responsibility, and the Duty is clearly outlined before you.”

“You owe a Duty to Life! After Life has given you this much Freedom, after the Love of
the Mighty Saint Germain and Others of the Ascended Host have drawn you this far in
the Light and Given you these Blessings from Our Octave, then you have a Duty to the
rest of the Universe to Expand that Light within yourselves, until you are the Magnet
that draws the rest of mankind out of the shadows in which there is only distress. If Our
Love has Drawn you into the Light, then one day your Love must draw the rest of Life
out of the shadows, until all Life turns again to the Ascended Host and Knows that they
are the Elder Brothers, the Teachers, and the Great Presence of God, Ever Raising all into
the Glory and Perfection of the Ascension into the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence.” End Excerpt.
I wish to leave you with this Excerpt from Mother Mary’s Discourse;
“So if Perfection is going to live in you; if Perfection is going to be in the World around
you, then that Heart Flame of Sacred Fire Love from the Angels of the Sacred Fire, as
well as the Ascended Host, many of whom are those Angels, that must live in you. The
Sacred Fire of the Angels of Sacred Fire Love must come into you. And as It enters into
you and makes you feel Its Peace, Its Purity, and Its Love, and Its Almighty Power, that
which has been an obstruction to the Perfection you desire, you will find has been
dissolved and consumed. The Fulfilment of the Divine Plan begins to manifest in the
physical World around you because the Life of the Angels of Sacred Fire Love has come
to Earth to produce It. Once you understand how Great is this Power, you will come
and dwell in the Powerhouse of Life, the Powerhouse of your Beloved ‘I AM’ Presence,
the Powerhouse of the Ascended Masters’ Great Temples of the Sacred Fire, all of which
are the Concentration of the Sacred Fire Love from the Great Central Sun. That Love
contains Every Quality, Every Power to produce Perfect Manifestation, make It
Immortal, compel Its Expansion, Protect It without limit, and send forth Its Beauty, Its
Blessing, Its Power, and Its Perfection, Its Happiness and Peace for Eternity, to every
particle of Life. To become that and use that Power in this World while you are yet
unascended is that which We are trying to bring to the ‘I AM’ Presence for use now,
because your Nation, your World needs It.” End Excerpt.
We look forward to your return to Us at your convenience.
Remember what Beloved Jesus said to you?
“If you are as determined to have your Freedom as ‘’I AM to Give It; you’ll have It!”
‘I AM’ The Goddess of Justice and of Opportunity at Your Service.
‘I AM’ Chohan Lady Portia. And So It Is!

